What did your patients do today?

Everyday activities like playing with your grandchildren are easier with Otto Bock microprocessor knees, the new standard in function and stability.

The C-Leg® and Compact™ microprocessor knees provide a gait that is natural and secure. Real-time adjustments mean the knee is proactively anticipating every move your patients make – letting them take their mind off their next step and on to the next bounce of the ball.

The C-Leg and Compact both deliver the best in confidence and quality through sophisticated programming that anticipates—not reacts to—your patient’s gait. You decide which knee best fits your patient based on their clinical needs related to daily activities and capabilities.

For a detailed brochure or to learn more about qualifying to fit the Compact™ or C-Leg® knees, call 800.328.4056 (US) or 800.665.3327 (Canada).
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